NEWSLETTER NO.7 AUTUMN TERM – 06 NOV 2020
MISSION IN ACTION AWARDS
LOVE, LEARN, GROW, WORSHIP
Millie
RECEPTION

LEARN: For doing a fabulous job at remembering and confidently saying
their Nativity lines

Edie

Lorenzo

LEARN & GROW: For trying really hard with her letter shapes and for her
super news writing
LEARN: For great enthusiasm in all his learning
LEARN: For great contributions to the History lesson and for excellent
reading.
LEARN: For great writing about ‘Harvey's Present’ and valuable contributions
to all the topic lesson.
LOVE: For gentleness: Iris is quietly gentle and kind in everything she does
LOVE: For being a peacemaker: Ariana is always kind and thoughtful to
others
LOVE: For kindness: Isaac has made a huge effort to put others before
himself this week
LEARN: For absolutely amazing work with measurement in Maths

Stella

LOVE: For her positive approach to learning and her excellent manners.

Myles

GROW: For working hard each week to learn his spelling words

Whole Class

LEARN: For fantastic solar system posters and Indus Valley projects

Laila

GROW: For settling in so well to Sacred Heart School
LEARN: For his great practical problem-solving idea that helped people in the
class.

Imogen
Teddy
YEAR 1

Rowland
Liam
Iris

YEAR 2

Ariana
Isaac

YEAR 3
YEAR 4
YEAR 5
YEAR 6

Lewis

FRIENDSHIP

Vanessa (Y4)
Aaron (Y5)
Felix MC (Y5)
Felicity (Y2)

For always being very patient and kind to all of her peers
For always looking out for each other
For being a very kind friend at playtimes

Key policies are available via the school website or on request from the school.

CAFOD HARVEST COLLECTION
Thank you for all those who contributed Harvest gifts during October. Food banks in Tunbridge Wells and
Seaford/Newhaven were very appreciate of your food donations and your generous offerings totalling £231.25
for CAFOD will make a big difference to families around the world.
PTA ONLINE AUCTION
Our online auction went live on Monday morning at 9am. There are many wonderful auction lots this year and
the event will run until 10pm on 11th December. Keep looking as we will be adding new lots throughout this
time to add to the excitement. https://www.jumblebee.co.uk/sacredheartchristmasauction
PTA CHRISTMAS DECORATION COMPETITION
Your child will bring home a special envelope with details of this PTA competition. We look forward to seeing
your entries decorating the School Christmas tree!

Another busy and exciting week at Sacred Heart School
where learning is fun!
This week Nursery children have been learning about fire safety and fireworks. We have listened to firework
noises, we made edible sparklers, explored numbers in glitter, built rockets and enjoyed the fire engine small
world play.

Key policies are available via the school website or on request from the school.

In English the children have enjoyed discovering what was in Billy’s Bucket and they saw some very interesting
creatures. They used adjectives to describe them carefully so we could imagine exactly what they saw!
•

‘I can see a sea lion, brown and furry. It swims in the blue ocean.’ (Hattie)

•

‘I can see a dangerous walrus. Beware it does not bite you! My walrus is scary!’ (Ottilie)

•

‘I can see a shiny, slithering octopus. Be good or it might tangle you but it is friendly.’ (Liam)

Lots of colour in Maths as Year 1 learnt about symmetry and 2-D shapes. They drew both symmetrical and
asymmetrical bugs and butterflies. Beautiful work! They then moved on to learning about 2-D shapes, colouring
in a dragon and designing their own colourful 2-D pictures, tracing 2-D shapes.

Key policies are available via the school website or on request from the school.

During the half term break, Year 4 worked very hard making some brilliant model volcanoes. Everyone was so
impressed with the children's creativity: as well as volcanoes, we had trees, boulders, a glitter eruption and even
a sparkler!
On Wednesday, we had lots of fun watching the volcanoes erupt.... we added a mixture of bicarbonate of soda
and vinegar to create spectacular eruptions and we even added in a mento or two for good measure! Well done,
Year 4! You should be very proud of your fantastic volcanoes ಲ

Key policies are available via the school website or on request from the school.

This term Year 5 have been learning all about the solar system, different theories about the solar system and
how these developed over time. At first scientists believed that the solar system followed a Geocentric model,
with the Earth at the centre and all the planets and the sun orbiting around the Earth. Copernicus and then
Galileo were later able to prove that in fact the Solar system is Heliocentric, with the Sun at the centre and all
the planets orbiting around the Sun. As a half-term project, the children all made posters to demonstrate the two
different ideas about the solar system and explain how they differ. Their posters were all beautifully completed
and clearly show and explain the two different systems. Their work has now created a fantastic display in the
corridor outside Year 5.
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Key policies are available via the school website or on request from the school.

